1956 Reunion Classes Will Find

Some Changes Have Been Made

Ten classes—those who graduated in years ending in 1 and 6—will gather at the University June 3 for class reunions. Since they last met in 1951, the buildings shown on these pages have been occupied. A preview of other additions is indicated by Fred Jones, Jr., Chapel.
Aerial view of Cross Center shows four major dormitories and cafeteria. Houses accommodate more than 800 men students. Occupied in 1951.

The Home Economics Building was completed in 1951. Constructed of rose brick and glass, structure provides first rate physical facilities.
Fred Jones, Jr., Memorial Chapel will be under construction in near future. Other new campus additions in planning stage are library addition, new Journalism building.

Aeronautical Engineering Building was completed in 1951. On the North Campus, main building is of circular design.